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Hello all, and welcome to the Winter Solstice edition of the Treesponsibility newsletter 

which marks the two-thirds point in the treesponsibility project.  Hurrah! 

 

In the light of this momentous milestone, it would have been good to make Volume 2 Issue 

19 a bumper retrospective, with a review of our work over the past 16 years – but alas this 

will have to wait.  My head is fried from weeks of number-crunching and fund-raising 

trying to keep the show on the road.   

 

At the end of November we found out that our three year funding bid to Calderdale 

Council's Cleaner Greener fund had not been successful – it was very over-subscribed and 

we were up against high profile projects like Halifax Square Chapel Theatre, the Hebden 

Bridge Arts Festival, and a “friends of” group trying to keep a library open.  Welcome to the 

world of austerity  – more and more good projects chasing smaller and smaller pots. 

 

Fortunately (and just in the nick of time) we received confirmation last week that the 

Woodland Trust have allocated us funds to pay for the materials costs of 11,000 trees.  

Together with commercial funding from our friends at SUMA Wholefoods and Footprint 

workers co-op, and a £5000 grant from Hebden Royd Town Council, this should provide the 

necessary match-funding package for our  application to the Environment Agency (see p.6).  

If this bid  for continued financial support is successful, we should be able to squeeze 

through the next three years.  Fingers crossed! 

 

This Autumn has not been massively busy from a tree-planting point of view.  The hedge at 

Gorpley is now finished, and we have completed small sites at South Grain, Holden Gate,  

and Upper Strines, a hedge at Longfield Farm, and a hazel coppice in North Dene Woods 

(which will be managed by BlackBark).  As always, we are on the look-out for new sites – 

so if you know any landowners who might be interested  please ask them to get in contact. 

 

In the gaps between our plantings we have been putting a lot of effort into our learning 

events programme, funded by DEFRA.  The “treesponsibility trail” wasn't the greatest 

success in the universe (only 2 people came) but the Lumbutt's catchment walkover and the 

Natural Flood Management Techniques Workshop were both amazingly useful (see 

opposite, and page 4), and we were also pleased to host an event in Hebden Bridge Town 

Hall where Vikki Hirst from Water@Leeds presented the findings of a study of the Colden 

catchment.  Turns out that obtaining 10% sphagnum understory cover in the catchment 

could reduce flood peaks by 5.1% to 7.4% in a 20mm heavy rainfall event. 
 

Of course this would not be the treesponsibility newsletter without my introduction 

plugging a forthcoming event, so I would like to invite you all to come and join our New 

Year's planting which will be at Windy Harbour near Heptonstall on Saturday 3rd and 

Sunday 4th January.  You can make a weekend of it by staying with us at Height Gate 

Camping barn or just join us to plant a tree or two on either of the two days.   

(Full details – Back Page). 

It would be lovely to see you. 
 

Happy Christmas / solstice / or whatever rocks your boat. 
 

xxx Dongria 



  

The Langfield Common Walkover....  
….would not have happened without Cath McGregor, so I would like 

to begin this article with a big thank you.  Cath was an attendee at 

our town hall event on Natural Flood Management and she had 

turned up because she was concerned about flooding at Croft Carr, 

near Lumbutts (see picture).  She asked us if we could come and 

have a look, and that gave me the idea of doing a walkover as one of 

the DEFRA funded community learning events. 

 

As a local, Cath was invaluable in getting residents and commoners 

together to participate, while I concentrated on inviting a range of 

people to make it a really good learning event – attendees included 

Hugh Firman and Moy Cash from Calderdale's Countryside 

Department,   Vikki Hirst from Leeds University and John Metcalfe, 

(the land agent for the common), as well as other SOURCE partners.  

It was hard to get everyone together for a single date, so we also had 

a “pre-walk” with Tim Melling from the RSPB and Robin Gray from 

the local nature partnership, so that their thoughts could be fed into 

the process. The area is a SSSI and SPA and also a SAC (special area 

of conservation) and  is particularly important for upland birds 

especially twite. (Twite have arguably the most restricted breeding 

distribution of any bird in England and the area between Halifax and 

Burnley is the English stronghold).  

 

We began the day with tea and biscuits squeezed into Nan Jackson's 

cosy little cottage at Croft Carr, discussing the aims of the day.  What 

are the key features of the catchment, including local concerns?  

What is happening already?  What is the scope for further Natural 

Flood Management interventions?   What Next?  It was really good 

to have such a wide group of people all together in one place talking 

about this stuff. 

 

Next, we braved the atrocious weather and set off across the moor in 

the wind, rain and hail... as we went we discussed various options for 

erosion control, and stabilising hillsides, leaky dams to “slow the 

flow”, and grip blocking to encourage sphagnum on the blanket bog 

at the top of the common.  There was not much scope for tree 

planting due to the designation of the site, but hawthorns would be 

acceptable to try to stabilise the bare landslip areas on a steep gulley 

to the west of the site.  Hawthorns are not invasive and their berries 

may be eaten by birds such as Ring Ouzel and Red Grouse.  Because 

the erosion is part way down a steep slope and not overlooking 

potential wader nesting area (other than Snipe) then there should not 

be the problems of a predator shadow.   

 

After braving the elements it was back to warmth and hospitality of 

the Shepherd's Rest Inn, for soups and baskets of chips in front of a 

roaring fire, and a chance to evaluate and share what we had learnt.  

It is still early days, but all the attendees thought the meeting was 

very productive, and it will lead to a NFM plan to be drawn together 

in the next couple of months.  Our next step will be to revisit the site 

in a second walkover – we want to involve the EA, a landscape 

architect and hydrologist, as well as the Calderdale Rights of Way 

officer (to look at path erosion), and the Friends of Gadding Dam. 

 

Watch this space.  



 

 

Natural Flood Management Techniques 

Workshop 
 

Over the years we have become quite proficient at running 

tree plantings, but we are novices when it comes to “slowing 

the flow,”so it was great that there was some cash left in the 

DEFRA community learning budget to allowing us to have a 

practice run at various Natural Flood Management  

interventions at Upper Strines Farm. 

 

Christina teamed up with Keith from BlackBark to install 

living willow leaky dams in grips running across the upper 

part of the site. (A grip is a narrow drainage channel, and the 

ones at Strines were about 30cm deep). She used thick osier 

cuttings (approx 2 inch diameter) cut into metre lengths.    A 

trench was dug at right angles to the grip, but not quite as 

deep as the normal water level, and the osier cuttings were 

placed horizontally across the grip,  soil replaced, and the turf 

repositioned.  This was done at approximately 3 metre 

intervals along the grip.  (see photo).  The idea is that each 

end of the willow cutting will take root, and shoots will 

sprout from the middle where the willow rod crosses the grip.  

Thus stormwater runoff will be slowed by a living barrier of 

willow and the water from the grip will meet the main stream 

channel at a gentler speed. 

 

Meanwhile Bear and Jem were working out how to build a 

wooden leaky dam to deflect  stormwater in the main 

channel.  The construction had to be very robust because in 

heavy weather  water can flow off the tops with astonishing 

force.  The construction will not impede normal flow as it is 

built a couple of centimetres above the water level.  It is built 

diagonally to channel the stormwater into a “slow zone” of 

rough vegetation bordered by living willow revetments. 

 

The living willow revetments team was comprised of 

Dongria, Jim and Gavin at the beginning,  and everyone at 

the end.    Inch diameter Salix Viminalis cuttings were 

planted in a zig-zag around the boundary of the area and 

woven together with the thinner rods.  These will take root 

and provide bankside stabilisation, as well as acting as 

natural barrier slowing the flow of water back toward the 

stream.  The work is not quite finished yet – we are going to 

weave in more brash (provided by Blackbark from their 

woodland management work in North Dene Woods.) 





TREESPONSIBILITY FUNDING PROPOSAL TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

AGENCY 9/12/2014 
 

BACKGROUND 

 

Treesponsibility is a not for profit community group with a voluntary management committee.  

Although we were established in 1998, we have only has been working in partnership with the 

Environment Agency since 2011.  We think it has been a very fruitful collaboration, and this 

funding bid seeks to build on the strong foundations that have been laid down over the past few 

years.  

 

i). The SOURCE Partnership. 

 

In February 2011, treesponsibility called a meeting inviting local groups and organisations to form a 

partnership to act as a catalyst for an inspirational long-term ecological restoration programme of 

integrated catchment management in the Calder  headwaters area.  By happy coincidence the River 

Calder Catchment Flood Management Plan had just been published, with “working in partnership” 

being one of the key messages.  The fact that the Environment Agency sent a representative to that 

inaugural meeting was pivotal to getting the show on the road. 

 

From small beginnings, the partnership has grown from strength to strength – an evaluation carried 

out by Groundwork for the EA in 2013 concluded that:- “The Source appears to be a very strong 

partnership with an excellent range of organisations represented and involved, who are supportive 

and bring a good range of services/advice to the table to assist in driving the project forward.”   

The 2014 SOURCE Report can be downloaded from treesponsibility.com 

 

Our agreed aims are to:-  

 

- Minimize flash flooding through appropriately-sited tree-planting, moorland restoration and other 

“slowing the flow” interventions.- Treat damaged land and control erosion. 

- Improve the quality of the River Calder 

- Undertake educational activities and encourage volunteering so that people of all ages and all 

walks of life become aware of the value of our rivers and uplands. 

Currently the partner organisations* are Black-Bark Woodland Management, Calder and Colne 

Rivers Trust, Calderdale Council, Calder Futures, the Environment Agency, Moors for the Future, 

the National Trust, Pennine Prospect, Trees for Yorkshire and the Upper Calderdale Wildlife Group. 

Treesponsibility is the nominated lead partner.   (*The local Flood Forum has asked to join the 

partnership, and this will be formalised at our next meeting in January). 

 

By involving all the SOURCE partners in site design and working in consultation with 

organisations such as the RSPB and Natural England, we can decide the best interventions to make 

taking into consideration all aspects of the environment. We organise  “walk-overs” of all 

prospective sites, and there are then follow-up visits by a member of the Yorkshire Archaeology 

Society and the Upper Calderdale Wildlife Group who do an ecological survey to ensure that we 

don’t plant up any sites where tree planting would have an adverse impact on wildlife (for example 

on Twite habitat/declining waders).  During 2015 we will to plant an “exemplar” site in 

Blackshawhead to show how Natural Flood Management interventions can be sensitively designed. 

 

 



ii). The Calderdale Flood Recovery Programme 

 (This subsection has been written by Sarah Ratcliffe, CMBC) 

 

The Calderdale Flood Recovery Programme was established in September 2012 following 

significant flooding to parts of the Upper Calder Valley.  This partnership programme is led by 

Calderdale Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority, but works closely with the Environment 

Agency, and other partners including Yorkshire Water, Network Rail and Canal & River Trust. 

The programme consists of three sub groups, the Environment and Infrastructure Project Board, the 

Communication subgroup and the Community Project Board.  A Programme Board oversees the 

active work programme that is delivered by the three sub groups and a Steering Group the strategic 

direction for the programme. Treesponsibility has worked, and proposes to work with the Flood 

Recovery Plan in two of the three  subgroups:- 

 

The Community Project Board manages delivery of the DEFRA funded “Flood Resilience 

Community Pathfinder” project.  One of the outputs of this project was to hold 12 community 

learning events attracting over 120 attendees, ensuring that the community has a greater 

understanding of the impact of land management.  Treesponsibility were asked to deliver the 

community learning events and to date they have held 15 events with over 205 attendees.  A number 

of these events were evaluated, indicating that the education aims for each event were easily 

reached.  More learning events are planned for December (see timeline attached). 

 

The Environment and Infrastructure Board manages the capital investment in flood alleviation.  

The 2014/15 programme is being delivered by the Environment Agency in association with 

Calderdale Council.  Treesponsibility could support this programme through careful planting of 

appropriate vegetation and “slow the flow” interventions in the uplands, both of which can 

influence local flood peaks.  Linkages between the local flood forum and the SOURCE project will 

lead to a wider volunteer base with a greater understanding of land management and flood 

resilience. 

 

FUNDING REQUEST 
Treesponsibility is requesting £15,000 p.a. for 3 years (From April 2015).    

All the matchfunding for year one is in place  (£5,000 from Hebden Royd Town Council, 

23,000  Commercial sponsorship, 18,750 Woodland Trust).  Commercial funding of £24,000 is 

secured for years two and three, and we are hopeful of repeat funding from the Woodland 

Trust.  NELMS/Landowner contributions have also been factored in for years two and three. 
 

Environment Agency money would enable treesponsibility to:- 

1. Create an annual sites portfolio for the succeeding year, so that we always have a land-bank of 

“spade-ready” sites for tree-planting, “slowing the flow” and erosion control.  This involves site 

visits, landowner liaison, liaison with other SOURCE partners including “walk-overs” of all 

potential sites,  finalisation of site plans, and stock-proofing or access work if required.  Section 38 

agreements from the Planning Inspectorate are also needed for common land.  

2. Draw up a planting programme for each planting season,  check  on existing sites and carry out 

remediation where required.  Carry out erosion control on selected sites. 

3. Support the SOURCE partnership.  As nominated lead partner treesponsibility will arrange three 

partnership meetings a year, keep and circulate minutes, undertake financial management of the 

tree-planting, stock-proofing, “slowing the flow” and erosion control and maintain  administrative 

systems to provide the information needs of funders.  We will also undertake fund-raising activities 

which will benefit other partnership members. 

4. Produce an annual SOURCE report, for distribution at local events, and continue to hold learning 

events, stalls and school visits. 

  



The SOURCE outline programme from December 2014 to November 2015 
(Note treesponsibility is also working at North Dene and Dixon Scar in November/December, outside the SOURCE boundary) 

 

When What Notes 

December 1st  Tree-planting at Strines Clough Farm (225) Funder:- EA/CMBC 

December 3rd   Workshop on Installation of living willow revetments, leaky dams etc. at 

Strines Clough Farm. 

Funded by DEFRA Community Resilience Pathfinder.   

December 8th/10th “Natural Flood Management in the Lumbutts Catchment”  

Learning Events 

Funded by DEFRA Community Resilience Pathfinder.  Will be 

involving the commoners of Langfield Common,  and local 

people affected by flooding.   Attendees include RSPB, EA, 

CMBC.  We hope this event will lead to the development of a 

NFM scheme (a section 38 planning agreement  may be 

required). 

December 17th Site visit to Hollingroyd Farm.  Site development for Colden site 
(liaise with farmer) 
Tree delivery 

New sites are continually under development.  These sites will 

be assessed by Upper Calderdale Wildlife Group in May, for 

botanical and wildlife survey. 

December 23rd First tube delivery from Woodland Trust  

December Hedgerow at Mount Skip (60m) Trees from stock, wages hopefully cleaner greener underspend 

January 3-4 New Year's Planting at Windy Harbour site. We will hold  a camping barn 

weekend, and invite  residents from nearby Heptonstall to join us. There are 

2460 to plant on this site (including hedgerow), and the planting will be 

finished by local schools.  SD980283.   

Funding will be partly CMBC cleaner greener, EA, DEFRA 

Community Resilience Pathfinder. Woodland Trust 

January Second Walkover at Langfield Funded by DEFRA 

January Tree-planting at Cromwell Bottom (outside headwaters) ClMBC? 

January 28th SOURCE Partnership Meeting Partnership Co-ordinator funded by EA (£250 p.m.) 

February Stock Proofing at North Midgelden SD926228 

Stock proofing at Rambles 

EA, defra, or cleaner greener underspend 

 

February 

February 

Willow cuttings planted at Rambles (approx 1500). SD964270 
Living willow revetment at Croft House farm 

 EA, Defra or cleaner greener underspend 

 EA, Defra or cleaner greener underspend 

February 21st 22nd Tree care weekend – taking remaining tubes off Midgelden Cleaner Greener 



March 7th- 8th Laneside Farm – 1635 trees.  Trees to be planted by visiting group from the 

Woodcraft Folk on a camping barn weekend.  We would also like to do a 

bund/wetland area on this site later in the year, funding permitted. 

SD945274 

Funding will be partly CMBC cleaner greener, EA and  WT to 

provide tubes 

March Croft House Farm 1215 trees – planting with 5 schools,     SD91426  CMBC to fund treesponsibility volunteer supervisors 

March Tree-planting at  Dixon Scarr (In the Upper Calder Valley – but outside of 

the EA headwaters area).  500 trees and 200m hedgerow. 

Two school plantings and one weekend day. 

Woodland Trust, CMBC to fund treesponsibility volunteer 

supervisors 

April Hedge-planting and shelter belt at Rambles involving all year 5 school 

children from 5 local schools (including a tree-identification walk through 

nearby Knott Wood) SD964270. 

Funded by Hebden Bridge Town Council, 

April Hazel coppice at Rambles to be planted by visitors from Manchester 
at a camping barn weekend 

Woodland Trust, SUMA 

April/May Slope stabilisation at SD90236 using fascines.  Work to be undertaken by 

BlackBark 

EA funding (tbcl)                        

May SOURCE Partnership Meeting EA funding for Co-ordinator (tbcl) 

May Site Development Work – press release for new sites 

Site visits and ecological/archaelogical surveys 

EA funding (tbcl)                        

May Site Maintenance (“beating up” previous sites) (Warland) SUMA 

May Stock-proofing and access work at Colden??  Depending on farmer with 

tenancy. 

Woodland Trust 

June/July/August Attendance at local shows to meet land-owners EA funding (tbc)                        

June/July/August Bunts/water storage at Rambles and Laneside Not yet funded  

June - Sept Learning Event.  Details to be arranged nearer time. EA funding (tbcl)     

September  SOURCE Partnership Meeting EA funding (tbcl)      

September 2015 – end 

November  

At least North Midgelden (approx 1500 trees), plus slowing the flow 

Colden (tree numbers to be confirmed ),  Raw Hey Farm (approx 1000)  

plus slowing the flow, Mount Shaw (750), Bluebell Lane Farm (500), 

Slowing the flow interventions at Gorpley.  Stake farm hedgerow* North 

Dene Woods (1000)* (*in Upper Calder valley but outside headwaters).   

Woodland Trust,  SUMA, Footprint, EA 

 



 

EXPECTED OVERALL TREESPONSIBILITY OUTPUTS 

(based on previous years) 
 

 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 Total 

     

New woodland     

Minimum Number of trees planted, 

(prioritising clough woodlands, 

extending ancient woodland, and 

coppices).  All trees with deer protection 

8,000 

 

5h in source 

area 

8,000 

 

5h in source 

area 

8,000 

 

5h in source 

area 

24,000 

 

15h in 

source area 

     

Slowing the Flow/Erosion control     

Hedgerow (metres) 1,000 1,000 1,000 3,000 

Living willow revetments (metres) 75 75 75 225 

Hectares erosion control 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.75 

Leaky dams 25 25 25 75 

     

Development Work Site portfolio 

for 2016/17 

Site portfolio 

for 2017/18 

Site portfolio 

for 2018/19 

 

   Business plan  

2019 - 2022 

 

     

Volunteering      

Local Children involved in tree-planting 225 225 225 675 

Other volunteers (including visitors to 

the area, and local businesses)  

140 140 140 420 

     

Community Learning       

Visits to local schools 8 8 8 24 

Local people attending our stalls/ 

presentations and other learning events 

200 200 200 600 

      

SOURCE Partnership     

A thriving partnership which benefits all 

the members and exemplifies a 

collaborative approach to catchment 

management and site design. 

   

 

  

 

 

Evaluation 

 

Annual SOURCE booklet (number of 

copies produced and distributed) 

2000 2000 2000 6000 

 

 



WIDER BENEFITS AND LONG-TERM OUTCOMES 

 
We cannot promise that there will never again be flooding in Hebden Bridge and Todmorden but we 

can aspire to manage our catchment holistically for  multiple benefits and in-so-doing, we  hope to:-  

- increase the time-lag between storm and flood, allowing more time to prepare 

- reduce flood peaks.  (There is a world of difference between a flood which just causes a temporary 

road closure, and a major inundation over-topping doorsteps ruining businesses and wrecking lives).   

  

There will be other environmental benefits too - tree-planting, erosion control and slowing the flow 

interventions can help to reduce the amount of sediment washing into rivers, smothering spawning 

gravels. This in turn will help contribute to waterbodies achieving good ecological status under the 

Water Framework Directive. 

 

The educational and awareness raising that we undertake may be just as important as our work on 

the ground.  We want to ensure that the young people who are growing up locally are aware of the 

environmental issues in the landscape where they live, and are trained to look after the area's trees, 

hedgerows and woodlands into the future.  If we keep  traditional woodland skills alive as part of 

the long-term sustainable development of the Upper Calder Valley,  "our" trees will become  part of 

the local rural economy, providing wood fuel for local consumption, materials for crafts, as well as 

living willow for revetments and brash bundles for erosion control.  We also hope that many of the 

visitors who come to volunteer  for our tree-planting events, will fall in love with the Upper Calder 

Valley, as we did, and return again and again.  

 

 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 

 

 

 

 

Budget – April 2015 to March 2018

Expenditure Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Site Work with volunteers 6000 6000 6000

Volunteer Co-ordination 6656 6250 6250

Bookkeeper 1800 1818 1836

Office Costs 1500 1515 1530

Travel 2000 2020 2040

Vehicle maintenance and other costs 3000 3030 3060

Insurance 600 606 612

Mulch mats 1000

Erosion Control, Slowing The Flow and Hedging 10500 6565 6630

Publicity, Learning Events, Stalls 3000 3030 3060

Project Development 7500 7575 7651

Site Surveys 2000 2020 2040

Stock Proofing 3750 3000 3000

Materials – 10000 Trees in deer shelters 12531 12531 12531

Total 61837 55960 56241



DIARY DATES 
 

New Year's Planting Weekend 2nd- 4th January  

 
We will be celebrating New Year 2015 with a tree planting weekend. There will be 2 nights 

accommodation at Height Gate  with pick ups from Hebden Bridge station at 6pm and 8pm on the 

Friday and 10.30am on the Saturday and Sunday.   

 

We plan to celebrate the new year in style, and the cost for the whole weekend is £25 including 

excellent home made vegan food.   

 

To book email treesponsibility@yahoo.co.uk or ring:07709 690368 

 

People who just want to come out for the day are very welcome too – although please ring first if 

you plan to use one of the station pick ups.  We will be planting at Windy Harbour Farm just beyond 

Heptonstall -  If you want to make your own way, walk or drive right through the village towards 

Slack and look out for the tree-planting sign on your left less than a quarter of a mile beyond 

Heptonstall school.  If you are coming by car, you will need to park at the top.

 

 

February Tree-Care Weekend 

(Probably 20th to 22nd, but failing that the weekend after)  
 

The woodlands treesponsibility planted in the early years are now established, which means we 

have to turn our attention to removing the canes and spiral guards – hence the idea of a tree-care 

weekend. 

 

We will be working at Midgelden Wood off the Bacup Road, where we removed thousands of 

guards earlier this Autumn, with the help of Cornerstone Housing Co-op  and Calderdale Council 

volunteer task force. However there are still thousands to go, so we are hoping for a good turn out.   

 

Once again we will be staying at Height Gate, although people can also join us for the day.   

All the details are as above. 

 

 

 

Treesponsibility's 17th Birthday Weekend 

March 7th – 9th  
Hopefully the next edition of the newsletter will be out before then, but bung the date in your diary 

now.  We plan to plant at Laneside Farm, Blackshawhead, and we will be staying at Height Gate  


